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Annette Schaper

F   verification has been an essential element of attempts to control

the nuclear arms race. This chapter assesses what has been accomplished in nuclear

verification and compares it to the requirements for achieving comprehensive

nuclear disarmament and for the maintenance of a nuclear weapon-free world.

Verification of a nuclear weapon-free world consists of two separate tasks: estab-

lishing with sufficient confidence that former nuclear weapon possessors have

completely destroyed their arsenals and production capacities; and creating sufficient

confidence that a world free of nuclear weapons will remain so.1 Verifying nuclear

reductions is a simpler task than verifying the transition to zero, since the latter

must ensure that no clandestine nuclear arsenals remain and that all production

complexes have been destroyed or converted. For both tasks some rudimentary

elements are already in place or soon will be.

The first steps towards a nuclear weapon-free world comprise reductions in the

number of nuclear warheads. The technical processes required encompass many

individual initiatives, some of which are already being implemented as part of

existing treaties, namely deactivation measures, separation of warheads from delivery

vehicles, destruction or conversion of delivery vehicles and launch systems, and

the destruction of missile silos. Others are taking place voluntarily, such as the

destruction of warheads. Until now these latter steps have not been verified, although

they could be integrated into future disarmament treaties. One of the last moves

would be the disposition or re-use of fissile material retrieved from nuclear weapons

for non-military purposes.

Treaties that limit or reduce nuclear weapons are: the 1972 Strategic Arms

Limitation Talks ()  Interim Agreement; the 1979   agreements; the

1987 Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces () Treaty; the 1991 Strategic Arms
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Reduction Talks ()  Treaty; and the 1993   Treaty. All of these are

bilateral agreements between the US and the Soviet Union or Russia.2

As the objectives of these treaties have become successively more ambitious, so

too have the accompanying verification measures. The verification arrangements

for the early treaties seem modest by today’s standards, but they represented a

major advance at the time. Negotiations are likely to begin soon on a  

Treaty, which has been under discussion since the Helsinki Summit in March 1997

between US President Bill Clinton and then Russian President Boris Yeltsin.

S  set upper limits for land-based and sea-based strategic nuclear missiles.

There were two major components to its verification system: national technical

means (); and co-operative measures. The former—‘consistent with recognised

principles of international law’—were understood to mean the use of satellite

imagery, aircraft-based reconnaissance (for example, employing radars and optical

cameras), and sea- and ground-based monitoring systems. These are operated uni-

laterally and non-intrusively, being located entirely outside the other party’s territory.

To enhance confidence in verification, Washington and Moscow agreed to renounce

deliberate concealment of, and not to interfere with, each other’s .

They also agreed to co-operative measures, including information exchanges

and the establishment of a Standing Consultative Commission (). The ’s

task is to clarify differing interpretations of the treaty’s provisions and ambiguous

situations, consider additional arms control measures, evaluate changes in the stra-

tegic situation, and to promote further development of verification. Although the

 has no monitoring function itself, it has the important job of raising confidence

through consultation.

The priority given to  and co-operative but non-intrusive measures is

typical of arms limitation agreements concluded in the early 1970s. The Soviet

Union feared intrusiveness, and the negotiations would have failed had the US

insisted on on-site inspections (s). These were hardly mentioned during the

talks, and their advantages were not investigated. Since permissible verification

means were constrained, so the scope of the treaty was correspondingly limited.

While missile launchers were visible using national satellite capabilities, delivery

systems were not. Consequently,   froze the number of strategic missile

launchers, but not of delivery systems. Similarly, sea-launched cruise missiles (s)

were left unconstrained because their limitation was considered too difficult to

verify at the time.
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S  was more progressive. It set additional limits on several classes of strategic

nuclear delivery vehicles. Although the basis of verification was (again) , together

with a , its functions were expanded. More detailed and regular information

exchanges, specific evaluation and counting rules, and notification of flight tests

were agreed. The role of the  became more complex. For example, it was charged

with developing agreed dismantlement procedures. What were still lacking, though,

were co-operative verification procedures. US President Ronald Reagan’s admini-

stration was suspicious of the ’s ability to resolve charges of non-compliance,

relying instead on making them public. The effectiveness of the treaty mechanisms

for resolving disputes was thus seriously undermined.

The verification regime for the  agreement was much more impressive and

intrusive. It eliminated an entire category of weapons—all land-based nuclear

missiles with ranges between 300 and 3,400 miles—as well as launchers, and support

structures and equipment. It also banned production and flight-testing. As the

prohibited systems were small and easy to conceal, non-intrusive measures were

no longer sufficient. Since an entire class of weapons was to be eliminated, the

verification task was to detect a single prohibited missile or launcher. As a result,

s were introduced for the first time—in addition to notifications and .

Such intrusiveness was unprecedented. The s included:

• routine inspections at specified sites;

• inspections to verify the elimination of systems;

• ‘close-out’ inspections to verify the cessation of production; and

• continuous monitoring of portals.

Technologies that could be used included sensors, surveillance systems, measuring

equipment to monitor traffic and x-ray imaging. In addition, short-notice inspec-

tions were to be permitted to enhance the probability of detecting non-compliance.

As in previous treaties,  were allowed, complemented (again) by rules prohibit-

ing non-interference. Co-operative measures, such as each party’s right to request

the open display of road-mobile ground-launched ballistic missiles six times per

year, were more wide-ranging than before.

A Special Verification Commission was established to promote the objectives

and implementation of the Treaty. It was authorised to resolve questions relating

to compliance and to determine measures to improve the effectiveness of the

accord. The verification experience was judged a major success by both sides, and
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as a result, acceptance of s has increased substantially. Nevertheless, it was also

recognised that s have their limits and that they are not able to provide complete

assurance. On-site inspections with no right of refusal would have been more

effective than those provided for, but fears of possible leaks of sensitive information

remained too high to reach agreement on them.

More progress was made with  , which mandated deep cuts in American

and Soviet strategic arsenals (although it did not eliminate whole categories of

such weapons). Its verification provisions exceeded previous achievements. They

included the use of , transparency rules, such as a ban on encryption of tele-

metric measurements during test flights, co-operative initiatives, like open displays

of road mobile launchers, notification of various activities, and a large variety of

inspections and continuous monitoring. Inspections were to be conducted to

verify baseline data, information updates, establishment of new facilities, and suspect

sites. Re-entry vehicles of deployed intercontinental ballistic missiles (s) and

submarine-launched ballistic missiles (s) could also be inspected to corroborate

that they contained no more re-entry vehicles than the number attributed to them.

Following dispersal exercises, inspections could also be made of deployed mobile

 launchers and their associated missiles to authenticate quantities. Conversion,

elimination and ‘close-out’ inspections could be conducted to validate that the

eradication of facilities was complete, while inspections could also be carried out

at declared former plants to ensure that they had not been re-commissioned. In

addition, technical characteristics exhibitions were required, at which the other

party had the right to conduct inspections of s, s, bombers, cruise missiles

and mobile launchers to substantiate that technical characteristics corresponded

to specified data. Moreover, continuous monitoring of production facilities for

s and mobile launchers was permitted to confirm that no more than the

allowed number was produced. A Joint Compliance and Inspection Commission

() was set up to resolve questions relating to compliance and to agree on add-

itional measures to improve the application of the Treaty.

S  brought more progress in substance, mandating even deeper cuts, and,

most extraordinarily, eliminating all s with multiple independently targetable

re-entry vehicles (s).3  Its verification provisions are the same as for  .

But the Treaty covers only delivery vehicles, not nuclear weapons themselves.

Both sides still believed that measures necessary for warhead dismantlement would

be far too intrusive.
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Verification of warhead dismantlement
The treaties described so far have served to limit the nuclear arms race and have

achieved reductions. Should the process continue, verification must, sooner or

later, deal with warheads themselves. At their 1997 Helsinki Summit, Clinton and

Yeltsin announced that a   treaty would include destruction of nuclear

warheads and the promotion of warhead transparency.4 It is also likely that verifica-

tion measures relating to the dismantlement of warheads will be included in

 . This would be unprecedented and an indispensable step towards a verifi-

able nuclear weapon-free world.

If nuclear disarmament is to proceed further, a variety of verification and trans-

parency measures for nuclear warheads is indispensable. These measures will have

the following objectives:

• to identify warheads and distinguish them from fakes;

• to monitor warheads permanently, particularly during transport from place of

deployment to an intermediate storage site, and from there to a dismantlement

facility—until completion of the destruction process, there must be assurance

that declared warheads cannot be exchanged for fakes; and

• to verify destruction—there must be assurance that no intact warhead leaves a

dismantlement facility.

The main difficulty with more intrusive verification of warhead dismantlement

and destruction is the desire on the part of the nuclear weapon states () to

maintain secrecy. This has several purposes:

• to avoid disclosure of the technical details of warhead design and construction,

which would pose dangers for nuclear non proliferation; it could also conflict

with the commitment of the  in Article 1 of the 1968 Nuclear Non-Prolifera-

tion Treaty () not to transfer nuclear weapons or the means by which they

might be manufactured to non-nuclear weapon states ();

• to hide their level of technological development, whether weak or superior;

• to avoid any damage to national prestige.

The first two purposes, in particular, must be taken into account in designing

verification and transparency measures. The third might become insignificant with

time, especially if suitable political initiatives lead to greater openness. But contin-

uous resistance to such transparency from the scientific and military communities
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involved in nuclear weapon research, development, production and maintenance

must be expected over a long period. Clear variations in the degree of secrecy can

be seen among the , which can largely be explained by tradition. The highest

degree of openness is in the US.5

While s and permanent monitoring must become more intrusive in order

to achieve verification goals, they must also be designed to protect sensitive data.

Since 1996 there has been bilateral technological co-operation between Russia and

the US in studying verification of the destruction of nuclear warheads. The results

were discussed at the Helsinki Summit, but have not yet been published.6 There

are many additional studies dealing with technical verification methods,7 some

focussing on technical applications.8

Most studies assume that warheads will be placed in sealed containers prior to

the dismantlement process. Since a warhead contains radioactive material, it emits

radioactive radiation that is characteristic of its type. The radiation depends on

the kind of nuclear material and the absorption characteristics of the warhead

materials, as well as the additional shields of the container and their geometric

distribution. In the simplest case, the released radiation can be measured despite

the shields (so-called ‘passive detection’). In certain cases, this is insufficient, and

radiation that can be measured from outside must be induced by ‘active’ measures,

such as neutron bombardment. X-raying is also an active detection measure.

A measured radiation spectrum is known as a ‘fingerprint’. In a verification

scenario, fingerprints of all types of warheads will first be recorded. Then every

further measurement of a warhead in a sealed container can be compared to these

records, so that identification of the warhead is possible without opening the con-

tainer and revealing proliferation-relevant information. It would also be possible

to distinguish real warheads from fakes.

Fears have been expressed, however, that this method would still reveal too

much secret information.9 Chinese analysts have raised this objection, but have

offered a technical solution. They claim that the identification of warheads would

still be possible if only a small part of the spectrum was revealed. A further possibility

would be largely to automate the process with the aid of ‘sealed’ computer program-

mes. A fingerprint with such a masked spectrum would be taken for reference,

and the information fed into a computer. This method requires no further involve-

ment by inspectors, provided the software and anti-tampering measures ensure

that the programme cannot be manipulated.
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In order to guarantee that real warheads—and not fakes—are destroyed, the

warheads that have been identified must be delivered to a dismantlement facility

in the sealed containers with assurance that they have not been opened.10 The

exit must also be checked so that no warheads can be removed intact. The inside

of the installation can remain closed to inspectors. Once the non-nuclear compon-

ents have been destroyed they can no longer reveal sensitive information. The final

stage of the dismantlement procedure is to deal with the radioactive ‘loose material’

—uranium and plutonium—which must be recorded at the exit. As long as

strict monitoring ensures that no nuclear pits and loose material are diverted, it

is not necessary to know the amount of material contained in a specific warhead.

But an average figure would be helpful.

Verifying comprehensive nuclear disarmament
It would be a major achievement if   established such a verification regime.

For the verification of comprehensive nuclear disarmament, however, the process

would have to go even further. The scenario described above would be well suited

to verifying dismantlement and destruction of declared numbers and types of

warheads. For comprehensive nuclear disarmament, a high probability of detecting

undeclared warheads is also indispensable, so as to create assurance that no clan-

destine arsenals are being maintained. An important prerequisite would be much

higher transparency regarding existing arsenals, such as a comprehensive overview

of all existing warheads, including tactical nuclear weapons, which, to date, have

not been subject to any arms control treaty.11 A 1993 proposal by then German

Foreign Minister Klaus Kinkel for a nuclear weapons register at the United Nations

should be revived.12

The disarmament treaties described so far are bilateral agreements. Indeed,

the nuclear reductions that have been agreed and will be negotiated soon, involve

only the holders of the two largest arsenals, Russia and the United States. At least

all of the declared  and additional unofficial nuclear weapon possessors must

be involved in the final moves towards nuclear disarmament. The Treaty and its

verification system must be multilateral, requiring a different organisation, decision-

making procedures and compliance mechanisms. A major exemplar of a multi-

lateral verification organisation is the Vienna-based International Atomic Energy

Agency (). Nevertheless, valuable technical lessons can also be drawn from the

bilateral treaties.
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The task of detecting undeclared warheads cannot be undertaken solely with

technical means. These can be employed when concrete evidence exists of unde-

clared warheads: specially trained inspectors with the relevant equipment would

be able to find and catalogue warheads at an identified location. But there is no

guarantee that such evidence will ever manifest itself. The following elements

would, however, be important in increasing the possibility of detection:

• the highest possible level of transparency regarding production histories, above

all declarations and documentation, the publication of historic documents

and the possibility of interviews with former employees;

• full exploitation of all relevant technologies, particularly aerial reconnaissance

and environmental measurements, and the full range of , including intelli-

gence gathering;

• freedom of the press and a democratic climate, which should generate a sense of

obligation on the part of individuals involved in illegal nuclear weapons activity

to ‘whistle-blow’;

• the possibility of enforcing a multilateral verification authority’s demand for

clarification in the case of suspicion, through mandatory challenge inspec-

tions; and

• increased international trust, resulting from positive experiences of verification.

Taken individually, each of these factors is important for the verification of

total nuclear disarmament. Together, they would improve verification to such an

extent as to constitute ‘sufficient criteria’ for effective verifiability. It would be un-

realistic to expect the verification of comprehensive nuclear disarmament to be

achieved in one step, but it is realistic to expect each successive step to build on

past experience.

Verifying the absence of clandestine nuclear programmes
Once a nuclear weapon-free world has been achieved, permanent verification would

be necessary to provide assurance that clandestine nuclear weapon programmes

could be detected early enough for countermeasures to be taken. The five factors

listed in the preceding section are equally important to continuing verification

of a nuclear weapon-free world.

Treaties that ban the possession of nuclear weapons already exist, namely the

 and several agreements creating nuclear weapon-free zones (s).13 The
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 effectively verifies the  and the s through its system of full-scope

safeguards.14 In addition, there is one regional safeguards agency, , which

includes all members of the European Union, and one sub-regional system, the

Argentina–Brazil Agency for Accounting and Control of Nuclear Materials ().

These systems can play a crucial role in raising acceptance of  safeguards.

A is an important example of the remarkably positive role that a regional

safeguards system can play in non proliferation: within a few years, strong suspicion

about and between the two countries has been replaced by confidence in their

peaceful intentions. The negotiation of an  could be the vehicle for nuclear

disarmament of one or more participating states, as has frequently been suggested

for the Middle East.15 A nuclear weapon-free world can only become possible

when the security problems of such regions are resolved. An advantage of an ,

compared to the , is the possibility of making them non-discriminatory.

Measures that detect clandestine programmes—in addition to verifying declared

materials and activities—are an indispensable prerequisite for verification of a

nuclear weapon-free world. Prior to the safeguards reform instituted after Iraq’s

violation of the ,  safeguards concentrated on verifying compliance with

declared commitments and neglected the detection of undeclared activities. The

reform introduced many measures that strongly increase the chance of early detec-

tion of a violation.16

This task is most difficult in the . The  safeguards in the  are

voluntary, and only a small number of facilities are currently subject to them.

The civilian nuclear fuel cycles of France and the UK are at least subject to

 safeguards, although they have the right to withdraw facilities and

materials from safeguards for defence needs.

Next steps
If nuclear verification is to develop in preparation for a nuclear weapon-free world,

more binding measures need to be introduced for the . The aim should be to

have a universal safeguards system, applying equally to  and .17

A Fissile Material Cut-off Treaty

A Fissile Material Cut-off Treaty () would serve as a good starting point for

the extension of safeguards in the .18 It has been on the disarmament agenda

for several years, although very little progress has been made. It has become a
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symbol for further advancement towards nuclear disarmament, but its most import-

ant benefit would be to introduce increased verification measures in the . Its

verification task would be to provide assurance that no state party was producing

or diverting nuclear material for weapon purposes. This is almost the same as the

verification of compliance by  with their obligations under the . It is not

clear, though, whether the Treaty will cover only future production of weapon-

usable materials or previously produced materials, too. Theoretically, verification

should be the same as for full-scope  safeguards. But some of the  do not

seem to agree: their verification proposals envisage much more limited measures,

such as verification of only the most sensitive facilities. Even these proposals, how-

ever, would set precedents and create an important basis for future developments.

Verification at former production facilities would be a major milestone, and the

experience gained would create additional confidence.

The Trilateral Initiative

A positive step towards increased nuclear verification in the  is the trilateral

process between Russia, the US and the . Under the initiative, excess nuclear

materials from disarmament are submitted to verification. The task is to provide

assurance that steps taken to deal with nuclear materials when reducing nuclear

arsenals are irreversible.19 Negotiations that have taken place since 1996 have been

slow. There are differences over how to provide assurance that plutonium to be

stored in storage facilities is of weapons-origin,20 as well as concern about protecting

sensitive information from international inspections. In Russia, much technical

data that would be needed if safeguards were applied are classified, such as the

isotopic composition of weapons-origin plutonium. And at many of the facilities

involved, such as former nuclear weapon production sites, much proliferation-

relevant information could be revealed if verification measures were too intrusive.

Some of the security arrangements for access and inspections will be very different

from those encountered elsewhere.

Nevertheless, in 1998, substantial progress was made in developing and testing

verification equipment.21 So-called ‘information barriers’ have been jointly devel-

oped that prevent access to classified information, but, at the same time, seem to

satisfy verification needs. This new role for the  is unprecedented and may

trigger additional efforts to make nuclear facilities more safeguards friendly. It is

also a necessary first step towards the goal of full-scope safeguards in the .
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Other transparency measures

Declarations of intent to allow  controls on excess nuclear weapon materials

can be found in the statement of the ‘8’ countries at the 1996 Moscow Summit,22

in several co-operation projects between various countries and Russia, and in the

Plutonium Management Guidelines agreed among plutonium user countries. As

a transparency initiative, the US started, in 1993, to publish estimates of its pluton-

ium stocks. The UK has also begun to publish estimates of its stocks and declared

its intention to submit excess plutonium to  inspection.23 But its excess highly

enriched uranium () for nuclear submarines will be retained outside safeguards.

In the longer term, it will be necessary to have more fundamental safeguards

reforms—to achieve a universal system without distinction between the  and

the . Such a future system must be characterised by a new safeguards culture,

based more on qualitative and political judgements than schematic, quantitative

measures. Reform will have to address: finances; organisation; decision-making;

effectiveness; measures to deal with non-compliance; and underlying principles,

such as the amount of nuclear material considered to be a ‘significant quantity’ in

weapon terms. Reform will become necessary even without an  because of

the various non-proliferation and disarmament problems requiring new solutions.

Such a global approach could lay the ground for a nuclear weapon-free world.

Conclusion
Total nuclear disarmament will only become possible after many intermediate

steps have been taken. But each prepares the next, and will change both the security

and security perceptions of the states involved, thereby influencing their subsequent

decisions regarding further moves. In each phase, what is possible or impossible

will be defined anew. The experience gained will also affect verification. An essential

prerequisite for each new step is the enhancement of transparency and trust, and,

as a result, trust in verification will also need to grow. It is wise, therefore, to design

verification as if a nuclear weapon-free world is the objective, even though a decision
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as to whether it should become reality may be delayed.

Annette Schaper is Senior Associate of the Arms Control and Disarmament Group at the

Peace Research Institute Frankfurt, Germany. She has a PhD in experimental physics.

The main focus of her work is nuclear arms control and its technical aspects.
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